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Roads

are means of communication on terra firma
affording
in
all kinds ot weather; they are generally without
security
trackway s ; they have a definite form and definite inclinations
and directions; they are subject to legal, mercantile and technical regulations. The present report being intended for one
of a technical character will not touch upon legal and mercantile
questions. The technical rules depend principally upon the
method of transport and its volume, upon the ownership oi the
projected road, thé configuration of the ground and chiefly also
upon whether the road is intended for a town or the open
conntry; also whether the road is to be in the inner town or in
thé suburbs, across the outer girdle of meadows or woods, for
villa residences or an industrial quarter. It will depend also
upon tlie boundary lines of properties, the directions of the
prevailing winds, on the requirements of health in respect of
air, surroundings, surface of the ground and subsoil waters;
further on aesthetical requirements and finally upon the materials to be used in the construction of the roads. Strategical
considerations in respect of the defence or the country will also
play an all-important part in the making of the road.
Thu various methods of transport will settle the type of construction and the gradients and direction of the road : whether
the transport is to be worked by human labour or in crates or
other receptacles carried by beasts of burden, transport on
sledges, or on road vehicles running on rails or otherwise and
propelled by human power, horses or machinery. The pressure
exerted by these various means of transport on the road crust,
the tracti-ve force and speed of transport will play an important
part in the selection of the type of construction as this will
have to transmit the wheel pressures
enhancéd by dynamical
effects
to the substructure in a manner, that the strain upon
the ground should not for any length of time exceed the permissible limit.
-

--

(1) In drawing up thls report use has been made of the contributions to literature and lectures held at the Royal I3ohemian Technical High Schools at
Prague and Brünn by Professors BuKovsxy, VELFLIK, HRASKY. CERVINKA, SPACEK
and the author, and especially of the laws

relating to roads.
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For pedestrians special paths are provided which are sometimes raisecl; in old towns with narrow, steep streets they sometimes occupy the whole street width. Special tracks are provided for cyclists, for horse riders and beasts of burden, roadways
for wagons and sledges and for light carriages and motor cars.
’l’he pressures which thé road constructions must be able to
resist are specified’in the decree of the Ministry Z. 49.898 of
1905. Careful designers take into account, besides, the effects
produced by suddenly applied loads without shocks and the
dynamic effect also. According to Castigliano’s Theory of
the Iiquilïbrium of Elastic Systems &dquo; (1), the effect produced
by a suddenly applied load without shocks is exactly twice that
due to a stationary load. The effect is enhanced by shocks in
proportion to the speed up to 3.4 times the load at rest as. on
railways (2) (37) (38). If, therefore, tlie load at est is Cl the
e,’ect produced by a suddenly applied load is 2 Q and the dyna-mie shock o,/ t7eia yrressu°e is 2.4 Q. It is this pressure that has
to be taken into account.
According to the amount of the pressure at rest, there are
three diiîerent classes of roads in Austria : I. Class for footpassengers 9:60 ICg., II. Class 400 Kg., and III. Class 340 Kg.,
&dquo;

’

per sq.

m.

l’he axle loads of (stationary) vehicles are for the I. class
roads 6.0, the II. Class 4.0 and the III. Class 1.5 tons.
On government roads vehicles with wheels 16 cm. wide may
carry any load without restriction; for district roads the regulations are that vehicles carrying a load exceeding 2.2 tons must
have wheels 10 cm. wide and with a load exceeding 4 tons the
wheels must be 15 cm. wide. In the case of motor vehicles the
wheel pressure must not exceed 150 Kg. per cm. of width of
wheel. In addition to this I. Class roads must carry 18-ton
steam rollers of which 5 tons may come on each of the two back
rollers 50 cm. wide.
Now a pressure of 3 tons on a wheel 15 cm. wide is equal to
200 Kg. per cm. width, whereas 5 tons on a roller 50 cm. wide
is only 100 K. per cm. It follows herefrom that the pressure
exerted by the wheels of the heaviest kind of wagons is twice
’

(1) A. CASTIGMANO : Theorie des Gleicligewichtes elastischer Systeme, from the
Frencl1 E. Hauff.
(2) Bulletin du Congrès international des chemins de fer de Saint-Pétersbourg,

1892 an<l

(37) Prof:

(38)

E. Mnsm : Bereclmung des Eisenbahnoberbaues.
Dr Heinrich SA1.LER : Stossvirkungen an Tragwerken.

’

’

-3that produced by the road roller. This is, therefore, an anomaly
as the road roller for reasons of safety and upkeep should produce a larger pressure than a heavy wagon for which the road
has been prepared by rolling. An endeavour should, therefore,
be made to alter the regulations for roads and to uniformly
standardize the loads in all countries, raising the present maxi-
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load from 3 to 5 tons at least as in Germany. The rule
that the wheel pressure is distributed over the substructure at an angle of 45°. For a dynamic pressure corresponding to 3 tons 7.2 tons the distribution would, therefore,
be as represented in Fig. 1. But as according to Schwedler
and Zimmerman (3) the central portion a (F’ig. 2) is compressed
like a wedge, thé parts b and c are displaced laterally and the
parts d and e are moved upwards; the displacement curve,
hence, will be represented by a logarithmic spiral and the presmum

assumes

=

(3)

Dr H. ZIMMERMANN : Die

Berechnung des Einsenbahn-Oberbaues.
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immediately under the wheel will reach a certain maximum, whicli will be greater thau the average pressure assumed
in the régulations as per fig. 1. ’l’he central portion a according
to Dr. Willmann (4) forms a parabola whieh according to
sures

Durand Claye (5) can be fixed experimentally for roads. In
accordance with these facts the maximum, or at least the calculated average pressure would have to be doubled when used
as a basis for calculation in practice.
Aecording to the density of tmffic public roads are to be
divided into those with dense and those with spare traffic. The
former would be roads with a daily traffic of more than 50 vehicles; the latter with less than 50 and thé width of the roadway
would vary accordingly. In large towns the number of vehicles
may be as much as 60,000 per day.
According to th.ei ow’WnerÛ¡ip roads are divided into public
and private roads. The former are not entered in the book of
ground owners, but are scheduled separately as public properties. The latter class of roads such as those leading from works
to railway stations, etc.; may only be used by their respective
owners.
Station roads are subject to their own special laws.
Public roads in Austria are divided into government, provincial,
district and communal roads.
Government roads are those intended for the through traffic
between the various capitals and important commercial centres
of the empire ; they are owned by the government and maintained by the State engineers attacled to each government centre
(K. IL I3auptmannschaft) at the expense of the government
out of funds specially provided for tlie purpose in the state
budget. There are special laws and régulations for these roads,
which are based on a Patent issued for Roads of the Empire on
17th March 1778 (Manz’s bookshop 1892).
The provincial roads connect the provincial centres and are
under the administration of the provincial commissions. The
district roads are subject to the above laws and regulations and
to the collection of laws for public non-government roads of
1910. They are divided into two classes, those in the second
class being of the cheaper and less important kind. Each
crownland has its own. road organisation.
The communal roads are made at the expense of the différent
,

(4)
(5)

Dr

Ir.g. Ernst

von

WiLLhrAN:v : Ueber einige

DURAND-CLAYE : Cours des routes.

Gel’irksdruckerscl1elnungen.
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Upon the whole, however, there are only two types
of roads in Austria : government roads and district roads.
Town roads, generally with raised footpaths, differ in their
character from roads in the open country in respect of camber
and construction. Both kinds of roads are constructed as
valley
roads in a flat country or a valley along river banks, or traverse
a hilly country as hill
roads, or cross high mountaine as
mountain roads.
The alignment of these difFerent kinds of roads often
depends
on the boundaries of properties
(if severances are to be avoided
as much as possible or a re-distrihution of the land is not
preferred for national-economical considerations). Expensive
property or lands covered with buildings, marshy ground, etc.,
are to be avoided.
Hygienic conditions are of special importance in setting out
roads both in the country and especially town roads. This
subject has been briefly treated by Dr. Clemens Dorr in the
Zeitschrift fur Transportwesen und Strassenbau
for 1912,
parts 2 and 3, to which for the sake of brevity the author merely
wishes to add, that one of the demands of the niodern construction of xoa.ds in the country as well as, and
especially so, in
towns is, that it should be possible to water and wash te roads
by mmns of especially provided gutters and ta.nks and also that
the impervious surface sho-uld be tho’l’oughly drained. In addition to this, roads should be laid out in such a manner that
their position should not spoil but on the contrary improve the
sanitary condition of towns. If we compare the subsoil drainages of towns - which can be done easily by observing the
levels of the water in wells or in borings and compiling a plan
of the town showing the stratification in respect of the level of
the subsoil waters
we shall find, as has been ascertained
by
the author, that localities, wite?e e?idemzics usually and often
break out, lie along the currents of subsoil waters. In such
places no town should lie bv.ilt, no buildings should be e°ected;
such spots should be covered with large streets or reserved f or
open spaces. This rule will be the first one to observe in
selecting the sites for streets and open spaces and fixing upon
the directions of the former.
’l’he directions of streets will depend also on the direction of
the prevailing zvizls and they will have to be fixed ivith due
1’egal’d to orientation as regards the exposure to the sun.
communes.

&dquo;

&dquo;

-

Aesthetical requirements will call for vistas, effects of perspective, changes of levels, a nice finish at the road end formed

by building fronts or open spaces, valley or high-level roads
with pretty views, but in every case in conformity with strategical requirements.
As regards the ’Ifl(Lte1’Íals to be used in the construction of
°oads, proper experimellts and tests will have to be made for
the purpose of ascertaining their crushing strength, hardness,
tenacity, power to resist the weather and wear (which sometimes
is not in close agreement. with their strength) and their other
properties such as liability to wear smooth, etc., all with due
consideration of rational maintenance.

Importance of the general direction.
direction of roads in towns will depend on tlie
purpose and situations of the junction points, the configuration
of tbe ground, the directions of thé compass and of prevailing
winds, tipon the lines of currents of surface waters and chiefly
also on those of subsoil waters; whether the road is to be a
’ circular or a radial road, or to be built as a junction road;
also whether it is to be situated in ihe centre of the town or
in the suburbs; whether it is to traverse the woods or meadow
lands round the town, or to be situated among villa residences
or in an industrial quarter; whether it is intended for a garden
suburb, a town park or for building land where houses are to
be erected :in rows upon rows. It goes without saying that
and curves.
proper attention will have to be paid to gradients
It is said
districts.
into
the
town
divide
streets
Thé main radial
towns
the
of
industrial
the
c:ase
of
that in the
quarters
proposed
a
suitable
near
Vienna
railway
Hirschstatten
and
of Sta.dlau
(6)
net or landi:ng places are to be planned. first and the intervening
plots to be divided into blocks afterwards. The distances apart
of the streets and the depths of the building blocks will depend
on whether the quarter in question is to be built for the wellto-do classes or poorer people (8).
’l’be general directions of the streets in towns and roads in
the country are in the first instance fixed and laid down on a
in order to
map irrespective of the configuration of the ground
arrive at a scheme which would best f-Lilfil traffic requirements.
Lauenhardt in his treatise on Thé Theory of Alignment (7)
The

général

&dquo;

&dquo;

(6) Project 1>y Baurat

(7)
(8)

v.

POAHAGSKY.

LAUENHARDT : Theorie des Trassierens.
Der StadtJscl1e Tiefbau, published by E.

GENZMER : Die Stàdtischen Strassen.

Schmidt, Darmstadt, vol.

1.

E.

von

has called such road lines the commercial alignment &dquo;, a line
of communication, for which the total transport expenses work
ou.t a minimum. In the case of a connection between two
traffic centres the line would be straight ; for three or more
traffic centres the alignment will pass through the traffic centre
of such points that is to say through the centre of gravity of
&dquo;

their transport volumes.
The junction with a new node would also be made in the best
nodes. Thé
way at the centre of gravity of tlie already existing
commercial alignment to be found does never extend over any
great length, because a series of nodes are selected systematically
beforehand through which the alignment must of neèessity pass
so-called fixed point.c. The commercial alignment, however,
only gives the general direction of tbe new route and forms the
hasis for further technical investigations.
-

of the road is to be
a
afford
sure, comfortable and
altered in such a manner as to
with
regard to maintenance,
economical means of transport
configuration of the ground, purchase of land and buildings,
geological character of the ground a,nd water course Such
modifications are the object of the Technical alignment.
The commercial alignment is to be laid down on a map. In
Austria the maps that may be used for this purpose are the
genera.l maps to a scale of 1 in 288,000 or 1 in 144,000onorabetter
scale
still the special maps published by the general staff
The
m.
100
best,
for
every
of 1 in 75,000 with contour lines
1 in
of
scal.e
a
on
detail
niaps
bowever, are the topo,gralcical
in
difference
m.
10
height.
25,000 with contour lines for every
thé even contour lines are shown in full line.s, the odd contour
lines in dotted lines and every 100 m. contour line by bold
full lines. The contour lines are to be traced on the map and
all water courses to be marked blue. The details . of the ground
which waterare also to he carefully studied on the map, upon
the sites of
be
to
also
marked;
are
sheds and their dépressions

Alignment.

The .commercial

alignment

water courses, stone quarries, crossings
under
of railways an.d navigable waterways are to be fixed by
to
floods
to
areas
thé
of
ontlines
subject
t1e
or over bridges and
of
be shown, all of which features will influence the selection
the
the route. ’rhe ground is to be then inspected all along
route and the levels given on the map are to be checked

proposed bridges

proposed

across

by barometric observations ; and by

the

light of

the

observations

thus made the commercial alignment is to be modified so as to
arrive at the technical alignment.
7’he centre 111«lte of the neiv road M then to be set out first only
on t)te map 1f.ith contour lines a-nd at thc oittset
Ly inei-ely
connecting tlze vai-ioits fixed points with straight lines. The
ruling gradient is then chosen in accordance with the principle
to be laid down hereafter and the alignment lengths to be fixed
for différences of 10 or 20 or 50 or more meters in
height. Thus
.e. g. for a 5 % gradient the
alignment length will be
200 m. for a rise of 10 m.
400 m.
&dquo; 20 m.
600 m. &dquo;
&dquo; 30 m.
1,000 m.
&dquo; 50 m.
.

&dquo;

_

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

Fi.5.

’ /e*
Q;3

’

-rpuTL
Starting
roughly on

&dquo;*° .

from a fixed point the centre line is
put down
the topographical detail map (Fig. 3) from contour
line to contour line with the help of the chosen
alignment length
and according to the distances apart of the contour
lines, and
the broken line thus obtained will
approximately give the alignment of the new road. A général
longitudinal section is then
to be plotted to tlie same horizontal scale as the
inap and to a
vertical scale 50 or 100 times exaggerated.

An estimate of the expected saiz,g in the costs of transport
by the new route can then be arrived at in the following manner (9) : If l, is the length of the new road in km., C the annual
volume of goods to bo transported in tons,the reduction in
transport expenses per ton-kilometer along the new route in
crowns, B the costs of upkeep, y the costs of wear in crowns per
ton per annum, T1. the costs of construction in crowns per kilom.eter, then the annual saving will be =C l. if this amount
is sufficient tti cover the costs of upkeepl (B+Y C) in crowns
and to provide sufficient sinking fund to repay the costs of
construction A. l, then it will pay to build the new road and the
annual income to the public from the road in crowns per kilometer will be

C(C-7)-.B
C.C<&horbar;(B+yC)!
R
ALA
As a rule, several alternative routes will present themselves,
from àmong which the best should be selected or there will be
two or three alternatives wbich may be selected for further
investigation, the purpose of which will be to find a route width
certain gradients for which the costs of transport per unit i. e.
per ton-kilometer of goods or passenger-kilometer ivill works
out a mizirnumz (10). The costs of transport lé consist of the
working expenseg f including drivers’ wages, food for the draft
animals, expenses for stabling and accessories, wagon grea,se and
uplieep of road, E fixed costs of npkeep, B abnormal costs of
upkeep which will only be incurred after the lapse of some years
ni ; next we have the expenditure B for repairing the road after
r

years and i’

being

the rate of

B
(
)’
m -. J1
_
)
of construction =f (A).

interest

we

have

Then
This is a function of thé costs
the
interest
on
there will be the amounts for paying
capital A
which
are
fund
a
and to be set apart for
répresented
sinking

wherein< représenta the amount for interest
C2
and àmortisation and C the annualvolume of transport, that is

by the formula

the total number of ton-kilometers and passenger-kilometers
(if approximately the costs of transporting one ton of goods and
one passenger may be assumed to be the same).

(9) Author unknown.
(10) BUKOVSKY : Lectures.
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k

=

F

total

(A)

+

expenses

may

be

expressed by the formula

These expenses will vary with différent graC . and
the
K

dients and lengths
are represented by
curve
(Fig. 4).
The most favourable route is the one involving the least expenditure, the corresponding value of which can be found in the
usual way by differentiation. ’Phe new function will then be
F’

(1 -.

It will now be necessary to ascertain for
(A) +
capital expenditurelc becomes a minimum and from the
capital expenditure thus found as to which gradient will give
the best route, which may then be adopted.
0

=

what

The most lavoumble gradient is thus found by this method
for a flat country or a hilly country or a mountainous district
as the ca.se may be.
Thus e. g. Lauenhardt has calculated their
value (11) and found them to be from 2 to 2.5 % for a flat
country, 2.5 to 3.3 % for a hilly country and 3.3 to 5 % for
mountain i-oa(ls, the lower values holding good for roads with
a brisk traffic and involving-a
larger capital expenditure, and
the higher values for roads with spare traffic requiring a smaller
initial outlay.
Taking into consideration themaximum gradient upon which
(11) LAUENHARDT : Bestimmung der
Chausseen.

zweckmâssigsten SteigungsverhUltnisse
’

der

-11a pair of horses are able to draw the usual
loads, we shall find
that the ruling gradient is 3 % for a flat country and 6
% for
a hilly country.
In Austria steeper gradients may be adopted
up to 8.33 % in order to keep down the capital expenditure
but of course this is taking no notice of the increase in the costs
of transport. Thus, e.
government roads 4.7 % gradients
are permitted and even 5.5
% gradients on lengths as short as
300 m. (Law of 1837). These limm were further raised to as
much as 8.33 % by the law of 1843.
In the case of district roads the permissible gradient is 5 %,
in mountainous districts 6.25 %, and with the permission of the
Provincial Committee 8.33 % as for government roads.
There are, however, roads, chiefly of older date, with still
-

g., on

-

steeper gradients.
The selection

of the ye7reral technical alignrnent on the map
governed mythe following pi-i,«nciples. The line should be the
shortest, if all other conditions remain the same. The alignment should follow thé outline of the ground as closely as
possible. In laying out a road the usual problem is to connect
.certain fixed points lying in close proximity to each other; the
is

short connexions between these will form the new road line.
are as a rule the most suitable ones as the
villages
àre at the bottom of the valley. Iz1 this case the
gradients are
no doubt more favourable, but the conditions.of directions unfavourable entailing heavy and costly structures: Such roads are
less exposed to the sun than roads in elevated situations. The
latter are generally shorter and have steeper gradients, often
with falls in the wrong direction. They are, however, cheaper
to make as all structures are on a small scale. Having fixed
the centre line on the map, it will have to be set out on the

Valley roads

ground.
When setting out centre lines in Austria one of the following
four different methods is followed. 1. ’l’he oldest is based on
the principle tliat the costs of construction should be a minimum.
Thé other three methods difFer more in the. way in which the
work is carried out and are as follows. 2. Setting out the line
9,(Yithout eontou·r plons. 3. Setting out the line with contour
planes. 4. Photogrammet’I’ic method.
Befcre the work is started on the ground all measuring instruments and appliances should be carefully and accurately
checked.
.

2 - B**

-1As regards (1) Setting out a centre line on the ground entailing
minimum costs of construction. In a hilly country in order-to
save earthworks the line is set out in a zig-zag line, and the
surface is followed more or less closely even if there should be
losses in the rise. There may be some justification for this if
by following the natural undulations of the ground a considerable amount is saved in the costs of construction which will
more than counterbalance the increase in the costs of transport
and upkeep caused by the losses in the rise. Bridge constructions are to be avoided and eventually détours to be preferred
in connexion with which it is recommended that a détour should
be avoided if the extra length thus incurred is greater than ,
15 times the loss in the rise. Often existing field roads with
steep gradients can be utilised to save costs. There are very
few of these roads that offer any advantages. It is a fairly
well-known fact that in the 18th century regulations were
issued for. the benefit of those making an income from hiring
out trace horses for use on roads in the neighbourhood of villages, in consequence of which abnormally steep gradients have
survived to our days in the neighbourhood of villages and have
to be re-constructed now under great difficulties.
As regards (2) Setting out a line without contour maps, this
can be done both in a flat and a hilly country ad even in
mountainous districts. ’l’he following gradients are specified in
the regulations (12) : For main roads in a flat country 3 %, in
hilly country 9 to 5 %, in the mountains 6 %. For alpine roads
7 to 8 °,. Subordinate roads 6 to 7 ‘4>, field and forest roads
a flat country where the
with the load downhill 10 to 12 ,°,ô.
the
two
end
of
levels
the
between
différence
points is very small,
as
so
àt
set
out
be
the line may
will, long the. permissible limits
In this case no direction lines
exceeded.
not
are
for gradients
line
is
selected direct on the ground,
centi-e
tbe
but
used
are
final
is set out there and then and divided into 100 m. lengths by
1 in
pegs. For such purpose a cadastral plan on a scale of
the
for
is
chosen
route
shortest
The
will
be
required.
2,880
centre line and as long tangents as possible are used and connected by sliort curves; for this purpose existing field roads
to
may he made use of : ground plots where possible are only
be touched wear the fence lines, expensive properties, marshy
grounds and tracts liable to floods are to be avoided. The road

In

(12) LAIS3LE : Handbuch

der

Ingenieurwissenschaften,

vol. 1.
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should be

placed on the sunny side of rivers and pass close to
stone quarries and gravel and sandpits. ’The river is to be
crossed at its narrowest point where an inexpensive bridge can
be built.

Proceeding in this way a continuous polygon is obtained on
the’ ground which can be rneasured with a 20 m. tape zvith,oec.t
At every change in the direction the points
a theodolite (13).
of intersection are to be so arranged that the tangents of the
This will suffice for angles up to
curves will be 20.m. long.
90°. The angles can be measured by the lengths S (Fig. 5),
y
so that
=

.

S
.7 2- S
sin
2 20- 40

.

Thé radius. used for the
Ruz

tg2&2dquo;1
The

curves are

20
sin y/2

set out with the

curve

(Fig. 6)

800

’S’

help

of tables.

For

angles

Y

smaller thaJ1 15° the difference in the lengths of the tangent
and curve is very small and may be neglected.
is larger than 15° the curve has to be set out
following methods.

(13) Prof.

CERVINKA : Lectures.

If the

by

one

angle
of the
°

- ’14
1.

When the

2.

By rectangular

curve

is flat

by halving (Fig. 7.).

offsets from tlie tangent

(Fig. 8).

F.8.’

By rectangular offsets from the
setting-out tahles we calculate first I2
to (Fig. 10)
I9
z=
3.

chord.
= z

(2

2R

Next y, y2

(Fig. 9),

Ii.l.Oaa

and

then z,

=

zo- yl
Z = zo - ya

with the help of
R - zo) according

-15-

4.

lls chords

y

= 2R - ’R- (Fig. 11).

5. By polar co-ordinates from
the following hold good

a

(Fig. 12). Generally

focus

ç2 - 2 ç / cos rp + /2 = R2 1 where f = R

.

’

ç - 2 R ç cos cp +R9=R2

q - 2 R cos ?=O-?=2 R cos !p=2 R sin i.
After the cùrves have been set out, the distances apart of the
pegs are measured with rods and the line is divided into 100 m.
’

lengths.
In hilly country the dilference in the levels of the two end
points is ascertained either by barometer or with a levelling’

.Fi .13 .

-217’51

.

theodolite, by horizontal sights or vertical angles
by tacheometry. The levelling can approximately be done

instrument
or

also with

or

an

alidade and

a

spirit

level.

’l’lie

heights

can

also

.
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be measured with levelling staves and a mason’s spirit level. If
levels are to be taken at gréât distances apart, levelling staves
with discs would be préférable as with them the number of
positions of the instrument can be reduced. After the difference
in the levels of the two end points has been ascertained, their
distance apart can be measured on
or estimated in order
to fix approximately the gradient.
In the case shown in Fig. 13 the difference in the two levels
is 9:6.21 m. and the distance apart of the two points 1,500 m. The
gradient is therefore 3.1 ;ô. If this is less steep than the permitted limit, the line can be set out direct on thé ground. For
this purpose starting from A a series of points is to be found on
the ground 20 m. apart along the route, each of which has a rise
or fall corresponding to the gradient.
In this case the rise or
fall will be one-fifth of 3.1, that is 0.62 m.
If the length of 20 m. does not suit the configuration of the
ground, two or three or more tape lengths of 20 m. each,can be
used for finding points along a gradient of 3.1 %. From every
starting point n¿ (39) at least two points n and n’ can be reached

the map

r.i4.

which lie 0.62

m. higher or lower than the point m.
In every
thé point is to be chosen which is the most favourable in
respect of the general direction of the.centre line (Fig. 14). In
order to reach the point B exactly from point A, the line is
either set out (14) : 1) by consecutive points in the.proper direction as shown in Fig. 14 ; or 2) by changing the gradient within
case

the

permissible limits in order to get nearer point B; or 3) a
point B’ is reached instead of point B (Fig. 15) and the
stretch BB’ is then made horizontal; or 4) one proceeds in the
(39) KREUTER : L inienführung d. Etsenbahnen
(14) Lectures by the author.

u.

soustiger Verkehrswege.
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following manuel First a little more than one half offrom
length AB is set out from A and the other half backwards
a
B towards A; where the two halves meet, they are joined by
line
centre
the
do
not
lines
two
cross,
the
curve. 5) If however

ri.15.
will full within the two trial lines AB/ and BAI and with suitable
centre
interpolation or a change in the gradient the correctAB
can
of
The
length
line AB can then be set out (Fig. 15). ’
formula
the
calculated
by
be estimated or approximately
BB’. cos.x
AB’.
2
(AUT + (BBI)2 = (:lB)‘ -

’]’lie iesult of the work so far done will be that a polygon will
have been set out on the ground with a uniform gradient, which
This line can then be put right,
can be used as a guide line.
out
and
(Fig. 16). ’At the same time levels
pegged
changed
the
for
it
taken
ca.n be
purpose of plotting the longitudinal
along
section .
If the difference in the levels between the two end points of
mounthe li.ne should be very great, as will ,always happen in
’

-18tainous districts, the centre line can be set out in the same
way
but with the maximum permissible gradient for the road. It
would be advisable, however, to use even in this case a somewhat
lests steep gradient so as to have a small
margin in hand in
Setting out the line. On 4 % and steeper gradients resting places
should be provided after every rise of 30 m. These
lengths
should be at least as long as a wagon and have
gradients not
steeper than 1 or 2 % so that it should not be necessary for the
horses to hold the wagon: to prevent it from
rolling back. Such
prolongations of the length of alignment must be duly taken
into account when setting out the line. The line thus found
must be marked as a guide line, its
length measured and divided
into 100 m..lengths.
,

’

If tlze county tla-roug7t which the road passes should be a
successi.on of alternat’ing lengths of flat country,
hilly country
and ’Tlwunt&oelig;inous diatrict, the methods of
procedure outlined
above will have to be combined. The guide line will have to be
plotted at the same time on a cadastral map by means of ab. scissae and ordinates of tlie intersection points of the
polygon or
of the tangents to the curves. The points of intersection of the
centre line with fence lines are a.lso to be
plotted on the cadastral
map (see sketch). The curves can be put on the
map with a pair
of beam or other compa.sses or wooden curves
to
corresponding
the angles y (Fig. 16) and the lengths of
tangents. The next
work in the field will be to peg out the centre line and take the
levels for plotting the longitudinal section and cross
sections from which the cubic contents of the earth works can
then be calculated in cuttings and banks. This work can be
done in the usual way and will be the same for all kinds of
necessary

schemes.
As regards

(3) Setting

out a centre line with contour
maps.
work to be done in the officie and the use of
general staff maps will be t.he same as in the case of setting out
the line without contour lines. The use of the
maps, their preparation and the laying out of the centre line on a copy of the
general staff map with contour lines from 10 to 10 m. will also
be just as in the former case. The
engineer will then have to
go over the ground with a detailed map as
published by the
general staff on a scale of 1 in 25,000 with the centre line marked
on and settle all thé fixed
points. To cross watersheds he will
try to find convenient depressions or narrow passes,
if stra-

The

preliminary

--

- 19 -

tegic considerations will permit it. Several alternatives will
have to be studied .on the ground, for which purpose several
lines should be marked on the general staff maps and the best
route be selected. Detailed contour plans will then have to be
prepared on a scale of 1 in 1,000 of as much of the country as
lies within a narrow strip following the course of the selected
line and for this purpose a survey be made of the ground comprised within that strip. The survey can be made either by.
triangulation (Fig. 17) or merely by traverse (Fig. 18). A few
points should be so selected as to give the necessary free outlook;

should be well-defined so that they can easily be identhe cadastral map. One of the sides of the net of
triangles, as nearly horizontal as possible, must then be selected
the

points

tified

on

and measured for

a

base line. The distance apart of the different
2-D.-.
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points should be twice the length at which 5 mm. can be distinctly read through a telescope on a graduated stafi. The
distance, therefore, will. depend on the construction of the telescopie, the eye-sight of tlie surveyor, thé weather, the season of
the year, etc. Generally it is about 300 m. Longer sides may
be selected for the net if’the work is to be done quickly, shorter
For working with a tacheoones if the work is to be accurate.
meter 150 m. lengths should be used. The angles should be
neither too acute nor too obtuse.
For the purposes of the survey (14) either the centre line is
approximately transferred from the general staff map on to the
cadastral map alid the various points chosen accordingly, or
points of suitable heights along the centre line are to be found
on the ground with an instrument in the same way a8 when
working wi.thout contour plans. These points will give the
direction of the strip to be surveyed. An expert surveyor will
be able to define the strip by sight as he can follow with his
mind’s eye the centre line; or he will find the gradient with the
instrument and settle the triangulation net or traverse with the
help of the centre line marked on the cadastral map.

_B.-’.,-

points along the survey should be marked with
(Fig. 19) a short one and a long one (19) for safety.

-Certain

two

The
pegs
for
numbers
with
consecutive
numbered
be
are
to
ones
longer
ones will serve
shorter
the
and
direction
the
distances,
marking
Levels are then to be taken along the points
as bench marks.
and the results checked by the precision levelling done by the
(14) Lectures by the author.
(19) PESEx: Strucny navod
predbeznem..

k

tachymetrü

ak

jejimu upotrebeni pri trasovant

’
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Imperial and Royal Military Geographical Institute, or by
returning to the original starting point, or by vertical angles,
or, finally, by tacheometry. In the case of a traverse every side
of the polygon has to be measured. When triangulating, the
horizontal base line and all angles are to be measured. In mountainous districts, where it is impossible to set out long horizontal
straight lines, the length of the base line I-II can be measured
by the indirect method proposed by Tichy (15) which consists
in stai-ting from a short length é e’ (Fig. 20), called an étalon,

FiQ,
Fi. QQO0

’

to be measured with extreme accuracy and in taking all the
angles of thé triangles with a microscope-theodolite from which

data the length of the base I-II can then be calculated. The
base line i8 sometimes remeasured several times (in the case of
nets of the lst order 48 times). Angles are measured with the
theodolite by the usual methbds. Lengths are measured with
rods, steel tapes or invar-wires (16).
(15) Zeitung des oesterr. Ing. u. Arch. Vereines 1909 and separate issue. TICAL :
Trigon. Làngenbestim. - K. K. Hauptmann Kart GnTSCa : Trigonometrische
L1ingenbestlmmung geodàtischer Grundlinien.

(16)

Dr SEMERAD : Geod1itlsche

Langenmessung

mit Invardrahten.

’
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Tach.eoozetr,y. The levels of the points along the

survey

are

three-wire theodolite (17) or a HammerFennel tacheometer-theodolite (18) the distance and rise or fall
of .every point can be read on tlie staif. ’l’lie instrument is set
up at each of the principal points of the survey and the distance
of every point on the ground within a distance of about 150 m.
is measured and levels are taken all over the ground. In this
way all objects which are to be shown on the survey, such as
boundary lines, communications, buildings, etc., can be surveyed. The contour lines are to be shown on a plan on a scale
of 1 in 1000. Two surveyors are to be employed in making the
survey (1J) ; one will do all tlie measuring, read the instrument
and keep the field book; the other will number the points, sketch
them on a copy of the cadastral map and direct the staff-holders.
For quick work several staff-liolders are required, each carrying
a staff.
For contouring work in woods and on steep mountain
sides cross sections are taken by tacheometer or with a mason’s
level. All this setting out and surveying work requires practice,
skill in surveying and extrême carefulness with a straining of
one’s physical powers. Future contingencies are also to be duly
considered. The rate at which the work can be done is 1 km.
per day and with the tacheometer up to 600 points daily.
thé work in the field is then followed by works -in the officie
such as calculation of the sides of the triangles or calculation
of the coordinates of the polygon along a straight base line (with
distribution of errors in either case), plotting the survey by coordinates on a scale of 1 in 1000, calculating distances and
heights from the tacheometric data and plotting the points on
the plan with the help of a protractor and marking the spot levels
against them. Filling in details of the survey, fence lines,
communications, buildings, other objects, etc., will follow. The
contour lines can next be sketched in from the spot levels in the
usual way (Fig. 21) ; this can be done in the best way with graduated strips of paper or isohypsometers. The latest pattern of
these is by Anthony Opreschnig (20). In the case of road
schemes the contours are shown for every meter on the plan so
that the centre line can be studied very minutely aud the scheme
now

known.

With

a

(17) NOVOTNY : Géodésie nizsi. D1 JORDAN : Handbuch der Vermessungskunde.
(18) DT E. HAMMER : Der Hammer-Fennelsche Tachymeter-Theodolit und die
Tachymeterkippregel.
(19) PESEx : Strucny navod k tachymetrii.
(20) Zeitung des Vereines Deutscher Eisenbahn-Vorwaltungen, 1912, nr 39.

-23elaborated. The
consist of :-

general

scheme in the

case

of

railways

will

General Staff map on 1 in 288,000 scale; usually a special
map on 1 in 75,000 scale.
Topographic detail map on 1 in 25,000 scale with the centre
line marked on.
Général longitudinal section with 1 in 100,000 horizontal
and 1 in 1,000 vertical scales.
Special longitudinal section with 1 in 10,000 horizontal
and 1 in 1,000 vertical scales.
The necessary number of cross sections on 1 in 200 or 1 in
100 scale.
Quantities and general estimate of costs.
Technical description.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

1.
2.
3.

7’he detailed schwrne will consist of :Special map, 1 in 75,000, with centre line marked.
’l‘opographical map, 1 in 25,000, witli centre line marked.
Général plan and plan silowing lands to be purchased on

1

in

1,000 (or 1 in 2,8.0) scale.

-244.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.0.

Detailed

longitudinal section on 1 in 2,000 (1 in 200) scale
showing quantities and distribution of earthworks.
Longitudinal and cross sections showing road and water

course diversions.
List of tangents and curves.
List of gradients.
List of roads and watercourses.
List of properties.
Book of reference giving names and addresses of
of lands to be purchased.
Technical report.

owners

’

11.

In the case of road schemes no
preliminary or general scheme
is wanted. as a rule and only the detailed scheme is
prepared
which will consist of the following :1. General plan, 1 in 2,880 or 1 in 1,000.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Longitudinal section, 1 in 1,000 (1 in 100)
(1 in 200 vertical).
All necessary cross sections, 1 in 100.
Drawings of structures. 1 in 100.
Quantities and disposal of earthworks.

or

1. in

2,000

Estimate of costs.
Technical report..

With regard to the detail work on the contour
plans it is to
be remarked as follows :If two fixed points are given between which a road is to be
laid out with a given gradient, there are several
typical problems
to be solved (14). The line can be laid down from meter to
meter contour on the plan. In this case the
length of the base
for say a 5 %
will be 20 m. This length is taken in
a pair of dividers and the line put down on the plan from contour
to contour (Fig. 22) ; or 2) if the distance
apart of the contour
lines is irregular and greater than the length chosen in
1), a
’length corresponding to a difference in height of several meters
(3 m., 5 m., or 10 m., etc.) is to be chosen (Fig. 23); in our
case 100 m. will be the length for a rise of 5 m. With this
length the irregularly spaced contour lines are traversed on the
contour nias and. the direction of the centre line fixed.
’rhe other problems to be solved, with the help of the contour
plan are similar to those to be solved on the ground (Figs. 14

gradient

(14) Lectures by the

author.
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when a correct line connecting the points A and B has
to be found without contour plans.. Either the line will make
it
straight for the other point, or there will be a break in be
to
have
(Fig. 24) at which point a turn or a spiral will

and

15),

arranged.
There

are

three kinds of

spirals : 1)

shortened

(Fig. 25),

As a rule
2) unshortened (Fig. 26), 3) prolonged (Fig. 27).
the
gradient
the latter type is adopted. If the line is shortenèd,
becoines steeper and with the first two kinds radii have to be

-used which

are

shorter than the standard sizes.

)aave to be locatecl, in places iohe-re the distance apart
to reduce the earthof the contoitr lines is the greatest in order
ivorks tao. mÍnim1lm..

Spiro.ls

’

,

method

This
regards (4) Photogrammetric Surveys..(21).
levels
in, inaccesand
taking
is employed for making plans of,
is
Photography
and
alpine regions.
sible mountainous parts
As

(21) NOVQTNY : Fotogramm.etrie. Nauka

o

fotogl’aftckem

vymerovani,

-
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combined with the plane table using the latter as a range-finder.

Yarlous points are marked on the photograph and are
sighted in,
the direction lines or rays being drawn with
pencil on the plane
table. This is then moved to another position and when its
correct orientation has been found, the same
points are sighted
in again when the intersections of the second lot of
rays with the
first lot will give the positions of the different
points. Photographs with proper orientation will give a series of points,
objects or positions marked by signals, and if the centres of
perspective are known, the various points on the photographs
(taken from two positions) can be connected with these centres
and by means of sights and intersecting
rays the position of the
points can be fixed as in ordinary plane table working with two
positions of the table. Work can be done very quickly with the
caméra on the ground, but the work in the
office occupies somewhat more time. There are already
methods for the
graphic
direct plotting of the plan with a kind of
pantograph. constructed
(according to Prof. Dr. Semeràd of Brünn) by S’enior-liéutenant
Orel of the Austru-Ilungarian
army, with which the perspective
projection can be done. Meidenbaner has set out the St. Gothard
Railway by the photogrammetric method and the centre line
of the Jungfrau Railway was also settled in the same
way.
Further Procedure. eter the centre line has th.us been laid
down on the contour plan, passing
through the différent fixed
points, the whole length is to be divided into portions according
to prominent objects and each division is to be
examined in
itself or conjointly with a view of
seeing whether 1) the earthworks entailed by the scheme are a minimum. If
not, the centre
line is to be shifted horizontally or
vertically until the earth.works are reduced to a minimum. ’2) The centre line is further
to be examined with a view of
finding out whether banks and
cuttings balance in each division so that there is to be sufficient
material for the banks and none to go to
spoil. To carry out
this exainination the plan and longitudinal and
cross-sections
will have to be studied and the areas in
plan and sections to be
checked. As regards 2), Gôring has written a book on earthworks, their distribution and costs of transport (22) but for want
of space, no detajis can be
given here and the reader is referred
to the book itself for further information.

J22) GOHING :
Erdarbel ten.

Massenermittelung. Massenverteilung

und

Transportkosten

der

-27-
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.

LongitudÙwl and Cross Sections. The longitudinal section is
vertical section through the centre line showing the ground

level and the levels of the new road.
Fôr the sake of greater clearness the

plotted

to

a

longitudinal

section is

distorted scale.
longitudinal section of the

Thé detailed

ground is obtained
out on the ground and

the centré line as set
divided into 100 m. lengths. The data for the outline of the
ground are obtained from the field book and plotted to a horizontal scale of 1 in 1,000 for lengths and a vertical scale of 1 in
100 for heights. ’l’he levels of the proposed new road are also
shown on the section, in regard of which the following points
are to be observed.
1) No gradient of the road must be steeper
then the permissible maximum. (When gradients change, the
break is to be eased off by vertical curves). The ruling gradients
for various types of construction of road crusts depend on th.e
coefficients of resistance at the surfaces For these coefficients
Hütte (23). 2) For thé minimum volume of transport
see
the expenses per ton-kilometer must be a minimum in both
directions, forwhich purpose a pair of horses is assumed in hilly
country and in mountainous district an extra horse or pair of

by levelling along

&dquo;

&dquo;

for two or three hours. 3) Thé aim’is to reduce
the earthworks to a minimum. 4) Cuttings and banks should
balance each other as much as possible. 5) At points, where
culverts are to be built, sumcient depth should be provided for
construction. 6) In localities subject to floods the road level
should be kept from 30 to 50 cm. above the highest known flood.
7) In flat country the road should be raised a few decimeters
above the surrounding country so as to provide for better drainew road should be
nage and to reduce wear. The level of the
marked on the cross-sections also and with due consideration of
the plan so as to render it possible to shift the centre line
laterally or to alter the levels of thé road in order to reduce
cuttings and banks if necessary.
Thé longitudinal section should be plotted to a distorted scale,
the horizontal scale being about 50 or 100 times smaller than
horses but

only

the vertical scale.
The longitudinal section should give information on the
following points : the boundaries and names of communes,
districts and the district authority,. all structures with indication
(23) HOTTE.:

Des

Ingénieurs Taschenbuçh, 1, 1911.

2-B*+**
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of flood level, crossings, gradients, tangents and curves, ground
and roads levels, fixed points, etc. An example of a longitudinal
section is shown on Plate 2:
Thé longitudinal section should be so drawn as to give information about the quantities of earthworks. The distribution of
the excavated material and the lengths of leads with the estimate of the costs of the earthworks should be worked out according to Gring (22) and the latter eventually according tu ’the
&dquo; Ha.ndbuch der Baukunde (40).
&dquo;

Cross-sections.
’l’he cross section is a vertical section at right angles to the
centre line of thé road upon which the levels of the ground and
of the proposed road are shown with particulars as to drainage.

Such

cross

sections

usually shown every 20 m. apart and also
ground ; the centre line of the road should
Generally cross sections are shown also

are

at every change in the

also be indicated.
through structures. The scale is 1 in 100 or 1 in 200 natural.
1’le ground line is first to be drawn. The position of the centre
line and the level of the road are taken from the longitudinal
section. Thé road surface and the slopes of cuttings and banks
are then drawn in according to rules or
experience and the provision for drainage is also to’ be indic4ted. Side ditches for

drainage

provided

are

as

under

:-

1. On surface lines on both sides (Fig. 30), in
cuttings also
on both sides (Fig. 31), on side-long ground above the bank
(Fig. 32), in the case of high banks on both sides (Fig. 33), in
cuttings on sidelong ground at the top of the cutting (Fig: 34).
The fall of the side ditches in flat country should be as much
as that of the surface of the water in the river
bed; about 1 %o.
As a rule side ditches are made with a fall of 1 to 3 % and 3 0/0
and more if there are to be vertical steps (cascades). The fall
of the ditches will depend on the nature of the soil in which
they
are made.
’l’he maximum velocities of the water in different
soils should be according to the &dquo; Hutte (23) :&dquo;

(22) GôRiN0 :
Erdarbeiten.

(40)

àl&copy;Sei’e1’mittelUng, Ma.ssenvertetlung

und

Handbuch der Baukunde. III Sect. Nr 4. Erdarbeiten

NIUS, HOUSSELLE.
(23) HUTTE : Des

Ingénieurs Taschenbuch, 1. 1911.

’1 ransportkosten der

Barkhausen,
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In overgrown
&dquo;
loamy soil

-

ground. ............0.075 m. peI’ sec.

...........

...........

0.15

&dquo;
»

........... 0.30
&dquo; sand
&dquo; gravel
0.60
broken stone ........
1.20 &dquo;
&dquo; rock .................. 1.50 to 3.00
.........,.........
*’

.................

&dquo;

&dquo;i
»

...........

&dquo;e
t

...........

&dquo;

»
&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;y
i

&dquo;

&dquo;3
?)

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

’l’he fall is to be,calculated from the cross section of the ditch
and the velocity of flow. There , are standard dimensions for
the depths and widths of ditches on government as well as on

district roads.
.

When levelling,, the staff should be read twice, the second
time with the telescope reversed in its bearings. ’l’he mean of

the two

readings should be entered

in the field book.

All readings of the staff are entered in the field book or iIi a
book without vertical columns as was done (14) by Engineer
Gustav Weis (later Inspector of the State Railways)
during the
construction of the St. Gothard Railway, the readings
being
entered as follows :-

Fixed point
Staff reading

210.604

..

At bottom of staff

1.486

Reading through telescope.

209.118
1.225

Collimation

210.343

a...........

height H.

(14) Lectures by the author.
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Prou this collimation height all readings on the staff are
deducted while the instrument remains in the same position;
thus

e.

g.:-

1.175

209.168
1.228

Point b

209.115, etc.
When the position of the instrument is clianged, the levels are
Pointc

to be

computed

as

follows

:-

height................... 210.343
sight, point M....................... -1.47’55

Old collimation
Fore

208.868
+3.855

point M.........
sight on point M.

Level of
Back

height.................. 212.743
Ail readings for intermediate points are now again deducted
from this collimation height.
New collimation

be taken much quicker with
with
A horizontal staff
spirit level and vertical
a mason’s level.
for the purpose, all of
used
graduated staves with pLU&dquo;1et are
Each position of the staves is sketched
them about 4 m.
In

hilly country cross sections

long.

can
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into the field book

as shown in Fig. 36 so that a clear record is
the levelling. When the work has to be
very accurate
the level of the edge at a (Fig. 37) is taken on a down
grade and
of the edge b (Fig. 38) on going uphill, and the
heights ad
and bc are taken respectively for the position of the horizontal
staff
.

kept of

Cross-Sections

as

used

on

Austrian Roads.

The roads generally have a double track. Their cross-section
is as shown in Fig. 39. According to Laissle
(12) main roads
should be from 6 to 10 m. wide, etc. For a
daily traffic of
300 vehicles and over they should be 10 m. wide, for 100 to
300 vehicles 8 m., for 50 to 100 vehieles 6
m.; field roads 4.5
to 5.5 m., forest roads 3.6 to 5.0
m. ; both including ditches.

r.t39
z
-h

Nivelé

Issenkrone.

beckschichte.
1-

,

ch’chte

chla.se)

1

(12) LeissLE : Handbuch

der

Ingenleurwissenscl1atten. vol.
1

1.

33
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Single-track roads 3.5 (in Bosnia 3.6 m.) wide. On singletrack roads passing places should be provided
every 150 m. apart.
Fig. 40 shows types of such passing places.
If the cross-fall of the road is 5 %, the
velocity of the water
flowing off the road will be v 50 JRJ 1.5
if calculated
=

by Eytelwein’s simple formula.

=

m.,

f140

1
It will, therefore, be
necessary to make the road crust of
broken stone, otherwise there would be a
danger of scouring.
Such a steep crossfall as 5 to 6 % should therefore
be used only.
on roads on
long gradients so that the water should drain off
to the sides and not flow down the road
(Fig. 41).

F.41.

OtherwtSe the cross-fall should be ’made less
steep on all roads.
In France and England it is
made 2 % and when the
generally
surface is hard and smooth, 1.4 to 1.%
(24)..One may say, that
(24)

A. DennuvE :

Construction

et Entretien des

Routes et Chemins,

-35-

,

as

people get more civilised,

the cross-fall of

roade

beconiea less

steep.

the cross-fall should be all to one side and not be
the
steeper than 1 in 15 to suit motor cars. Sketches showing
side
to
one
fall
a
to
sides
both
to
transition from a cross-fall
were published two years ago in the &dquo; Zeitschrift für43Transport
and 44.
und Strassenbau and are reproduced here in Figs.
On

curves

&dquo;

R.4S

1:15

Fi.43

F.4,

Cross-Sections of Town Roads.

Buildings
ofm.,

on

may be erected on
district roads vt 4

--

government roads at a distance
m. from the edge of the road

&horbar;36&horbar;
_

In small towns and in some of the older large towns
streets can be found, which are either closed altogether for wheel traffic or through which vehicles are only
allowed to pass in one direction by the police (Prague, Vienna,
Nuremberg, London, Brünn). The widths of streets are fixed
by the building regulations of towns. In Brünn the width of
the older main streets is 15 m., that of by-streets 12 m. In new
quarters the minimum street widths are 20 m. and 16 m., and
of short connecting streets 12 m. The width of the side° walks
is 1/4 to 1/5 of the total width zou the street.

(Fig. 45).

very

narrow

Fg. 45,
t

In

recent times side walks are made as wide as possible.
should have a fall of not mo-re than 1 in 50 to 1 in 100.
Side walks with cross-falls steeper than these are
dangerous in
winter and in summer they are liable to being scoured out and
consequently they are costly to maintain, unless they are made
with a hard surface.
In streets with very brisk traffic separate tracks are
provided
for tramways, for horse riders, for cyclists and also for
heavy’
wagons. (In Paris evén motor cars have their separate tracks).
The configuration of the ground, the conditions of the drainage of subsoil waters, sewers, water pipes, electric cables, etc.,
must all be duly considered. Upon the whole, town roads should
be as wide as the houses are high.
The width of the roadway for a single vehicle, considered as
a znit, should be 2.5 m.
For two vehicles it should be 5 m.,
for 3 vehicles 7.5 m. For a street with double track +he

They

.

more
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minimum road width is 7 m. For a street with a treble division
12 m. These dimensions have been fixed upon chiefly with a
view to allow a furniture van to stand at the kerb without interfering with the traffic in.either direction.

-38The Ringstrasse in Vienna is 57 m. wide; the Boulevard des
Italiens in Paris 70 m. wide. Streets with a very high camber
at the centre (Fig. 49), where v
1/50 s, are old-fashioned.
Streets with a hollow surface (Fig. 50) are not so good as all
the drainage water runs down the centre.
=

’

F. 50.
Radü of

Changes
circular
or

by

in the direction of

road are made by means of
the straight line either direct
of a transition curve. Thé transition from the

curves. The

means

curves.

curve

a

joins

F.51.

cross-section on the straight line with a fall to both sides to the
cross-section on the curve with a fall to one side only, the inside,
is pla,ced either on the straight line or the transition curve.

-39The ’mÍnÙnu-m radlt*us of the curve is fixed on the assumption
that the wheels must remain on the hard roadway and not
encroach on a banquet.
Approximately the radius can be calculated for a given wagon
length including length of team L and a road width B from the
triangle a b c (Fig. 51), wherein

(RI +B)2=L2+RI2;

.

_

L’

B

hence

B

L’

R, -f- 2&dquo; =FB’
R = 2B’
FB L2i _B&dquo;i
u

R-

or

If L and B are given, R can be found by calculation.
Loewe has suggested (25) another method of calculation for
trucks used for carting long timbers, in which case the turning
of the team is neglected as the horses can always get out of the
way but the wagon of course can not.
If we consider all factors in Rukowsky-’s sketch we’shall have,
according to Loewe’s method, the following formulae :- (14) If
in Fig. 52 the length of the wagonl is one half the length of the
(25) LOEWE : Strassenbaukunde.
(14) Lectures by the author.

’

.

-
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longest timber, the’length of the team is L, the wheel gauge of
the wagon s, the angle of turning of the team with reference to
the construction of the wagon cl, the half width of the road
(3/.
and the clearance for allowing other vehicles to pass n, the
radius R may be obtained from triangle o b c.
___!_ sin oL, hence
R, R -.
=

R =

2

1

éfl2 ........................... 1
sin,x

If

then sin ce=1/z

<ï=30°,

max.

s
s

R=2L-f-2.............................
To find B

we

have

(1)

’

.

B

2=cd-s=Rn-Rz-s=R&dquo;(1-f-cosa)--.s
s

1 1
&horbar;

cos a
« 2
= 2

and

Rp

’&dquo;

sin cos
2sin’
sin’2et
et sin = 22 sin
2 2
a

sin

for

&dquo;

’&dquo;

-

’&dquo;

+ S = Z tâ 2 + S .................

2 = sin oc

K

=

To find n

we

have

in triangle
R* + L’

=

a

b

(21)

as

and

/R’ - L’ -- n = R --. B
92

_

.

R’,,. but
B

There

......................

o

Rg -- n = R -E- B
’

(2)

30°

B =0,268 l+s

,

cos

sinby substitution

l.22 sin’ (

B

=

hence

-R--2-/R’+L’

...................

(3)

altogether 7 quantities (R, s, l, a, n, B) and
Four of the quantities must, therefore, be settled
beforeband and the other three found by calculation.
In Austria the usual wa,gon lengths l are : for lst Class roads
7.8 m., 2nd Class 5.4 m., and 3rd Class 4.8 m. ; timber wagons
3

are

equations.

-4110 to 15 in. long (one half length of the timber projecting
beyond the wagon.) : ’l’he lengths of team L are for one pair of
horses 4 m., two pairs 7 m., three pairs 10 m. and 4 pairs 13 m.
The subjoined Table 4 will, therefore, hold good for given lengths
L andl and angle c=30°. Thé wheel gauge has been assumed
to be 1.2 m. ; it generally varies in Austria between 1.1 and 1.5 m.
Max. K=30°.
are

TABLE 4.

0

Nover and above width B.

ri. 55
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For road train

taf fc

the

following rule (26) holds good.
R2+C2=p2
q+ b2=p2
Rl2 + a2= q2
R12+a2+ b2=p2=R2 + c2
If Rl=R then a2+ b2=c2 is thé formula for a uniform turning
’

movement of the road train.

,F.54
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official regulations for minimum radii in Austria.
government roads they are Ii=50 to 25 m. and
only exceptionally 20 m.; on district roads R=30 to 20 m. and
excep tionally 16 ma.; for wagon roads they are a.s low as 10 m.
For roads on which long timbers are carted R=30 m. i§
recommended. For roads used by fast motor raffic the radius
should be 50 m.
If the width for a certain road on a straight line has once been
settled, it wilr be convenient to widen the roadway on curves,
and the
also in proportion, so as to provide sufficient
room for the passage of trucks with
long timbers without interfering with the traffic in opposite direction.
no

on

footpaths

(26) SPACEK : Lectures.
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(25) has in his &dquo; Treatise on Road
graphic 7n,cah.od for 2od,e7r,irg on
&dquo; suggested
in Fig. 5d. ’l’his widening can
here
which
is
curves,
reproduced
be found either by calculation for every curve or in a more simple
The transition from the standard to the
way graphically.
made
width
is
on the. straight line or on the transition
enlarged
For this purpose Loewe

Construction

a

to widen t1e road on both sides of
to the same extent.
Sometimes the road is made 1 or 2 m. wider on curves without

curve, and it is rc<;oinmended

the

curve

any theoretical

investigation,

If a’curve is followéd by another in .the opposite direction, a
short piece of straight line, at least 10 m. long, should be inserted
and transition curves should a.l.so be used.
Calculation of the maximum speed of fast motor
by the author (14).

cars

regards lastiii otor cars, in reference to the centrifugal force
it is important to calculate and standardize the permissible speed
As

of motor

’

cars on curves.

Two

cases

may

occur.

1. The speed may be so great that the car is thrown over’ on
its side by the centrifugal force round the fulcrum M, if the
résultant force R3falls outside the wh’eel gauge. (Fig. 55.)
2. ’l’he speed is so great that the centrifugal force may exceed
the friction between the tyres and the roadway..The resultant
force in this case will fall within the wheel gauge and consequently the ca.r will not be turned over but will slip sideways.
The latter case is more likely to occur than the former, because
motor cars are generally built with a low centre of gravity, for
which reason the turning over of the car is less to be feared than
The problem to solve is how much the speed of the
a side-slip.
car may be increased without risking a side-slip.
At high speeds a portion of the centrifugal force remains free
and this unbalanced force tends to push the car outwards. If
there is to be equilibrium, the thrust must not exceed the sliding
friction on a road with a cross-fall of 1 in 15.
The co-efficient of frictiori of the car is about 1/2 in summer
and 1/30 in winter with snow on the ground. Thé speed limit
can now be found by calculation.
(,25) LOEWE : Strassenbaukunde.
(14) Lectures by the author.
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As’regards the solidity of the roadway it should be remarked
that the road crust must be strong enough to resist the lateral
thrust. The surface coat must, therefore, be so firm that individual stones cannot be torn out and rolled over. For this reason
the roadway on sharp curves should not be m,cacadamized but
paved with firmly set stones.

The resistance to

a

horizontal thrust in

o = Q tg Cf = Q 1 +
but at thé

D

summer

=

is

0.567 Q

&dquo;-

time thé

2’

centrifugal force is R
where ’u==speed in meters per second, V=speed in Kilometers
hour, g = acceleration by gravity=9.81, R=radius
same
.

QVI
w9
nR
R =

The résistance to

per

’

=

vg

0.567

Q,

hence

1.76oev’ oder t &dquo;76 (3.6 V)’

+ &dquo;
0-567
g
a

.

oder

=

-

(4)

horizontal thrust in winter is

,
O: -: , / 1 4 1

11 r,

Qu’hence
heuce

Q -- LV!,
C195+30J-IOQgR 1B- 1’10_Qv’
gR
,

R=

10 va

10(3’6 V)’

(5)

With the help of these two formulae the maximum speeds for
different curves can be calculated. The results are gropped in
Table 5 for summer and in Table 6 for winter.
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TABLE

5

TABLE

6

Thèse figures hold good in every case for roadways on curves
with a cross fall of 1 in 15 to o7ze side and the assumed coefficients
of friction of tyres on macadam roads are 1/2 and 1/30 respectively. With regard to inequalities in the road over which motor
that
cars have sometimes to leap, it should be borne-in mind
to
whatever
while the car is off the ground there is nothing
It
would,
counteract the full power of the centrifugal force..
therefore, be advisable to ain at soie2vha,t. lower speeds on curves
than the maxima f ound by calculation.
On entering a sharp curve fro-7a a straight line the centrifugal
force comes into play suddenly and would produce dangerous
shocks, if no provision were made to reduce the effect. It is,
therefore, necessary in the case of high speeds to make use of
transition curves between the straight line and sharp curves as

on’railways.
Transition curves.

,

of transition curves is to tone down the abrupt
straight line to a sharp curve (on leaving a curve
change
and entering a straight line they are not required). They reduce
the side shocks of vehicles, lower the costs of upkeep and provide
means for changing over from a cross-section with cross-fall to
The

object
from

a

both sides on the straight line to one with a cross fall to one side
only in curves. There are several varieties of transition curves
(27), (28), (29). Chaves in 1865 called attention to the cubic
parabola and thereupon VTdling published the necessary calculations in the &dquo; Annales des Ponts et Chaussées &dquo;, 2nd half year,
1867.
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We propose to investigate the l’ransit1’on curves
speeds, that is to say, those for si-uemer speeds.

According

to

Fig.

for 7ita,,vimum

56
vg
Q vs

A
n
9R

.

.

Q
Q
h
&b

vl

- TR
9R

,.

v’

hence /!,=:&&horbar;.s’R.]

At the commencement of the transition curve all. four wheels
of the car are on the same level ; while at the end of the curve
the wheels on the outside are at a higher level than those on the
inside owing to the tilt of the road to one side.
’

’

(27) VATOREK : Organ für Fort.schritte des Eisenbahnwesens, 1907.
(28) Revue Générale des chemins de fer, No 5, 1909 and Zeitschrift des Vereines
Deutscher

Lisenbahnverwaltungen, nr 75, 1909.
(29) Engineering : Transition Curves in Tramway Tracks,

1911.

-
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The gradual tilting of the car to one side (41) is effected by
that at the point M the supera rise in the road of 1 : i, so
elevation of the outer wheel will be (Fig. 57 c)
MIKULI.
(41) Bau-Vorschriften fUr Einsenbahnen. RYBICKI,
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bv’
-=r&horbar;
hence
It g
x

t,
/!a;
=

ç-

bv’i

1

C

where C.is

?=&horbar;--=-

constant..............

a

(G

(dy
,/
1 .f 3/’/ and
and,
TX
dx
=
a_â
dx2

y
dx
-t
V
1
y
(dx)
()&dquo;
dx)
r-

-

Il.

3

<1, >
hence
henceçS

ds’n

= clx . ds- d’y

-

d2

As approximately dz
ds,
équation (6) and shall have
=

we

substituie this value in

may

1

C

S.^dx’
dqy - x
;

and

by integration
d</ _ a;’
dx-2C

plus

By further integration
for

x

= U

we

bave C = 0

constant, which for

a

and

finding

so

x
0 is
0.
the value of the constant
=

=

’

that.
x’

y = c ..............................

_

whieh is the

equation of the

The tangent at any

(7)

transition c,urvé.

given point

will be

’

,
.

The

dy
-tgx-2C
x.

’

length of the sub-tangent is
’

x3

_y _ sc x

z=tOI’G
tg î rc
xe-33
for z = L the value of Q H= L

3.

fors=R,
R =

’

a;=L, asç=

L hence L = R

x
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xa
y=H=sC-6C

L-a
d
but as tg« - R and

= II

L
L
tra -R
2R

e RL-aa

whe have
hav

L

=R

W lielice
whence

L

a=2

’

The ordinates from
-o

point A2=H - A2 N
Li

.

but
b’lt
a

A,,N Lu hence
AaN 9-R llllc

s

e

H

.&#x201e;

L

v

- R 8 , - 24R - 4 aud for X = 2
_w
.2li
The following four equations may therefore be used
the construction of transition curves

(30)

for

’

cbv

M........L=
L=R=gR=
u -i=hi

a ........
[a]
.

........

[b]........

H

Lu

.
’

= R

.

e]........ m=undBf=-=gM........

tg==

To suit the construction of our road on the curve the theoretical
maximum cross tilt should be= 1/15+1/2 =0.567.
The cross fall, however, according to the author’s statement
j3 =12
(14) is made less in practice by the coefficient of friction
taken
is
force
up
the
of
centrifugal
that is only 1/15. A portion
the
from
the
to
change
gradual
by the sliding friction ; owing
the
straight line to the sharp curve along the transition .curve
the
to
the
on
level
its
straight
position
car is gently brought from
(30) Oberhau : Instruktion für Hauptbahnen der sta&tseisenbahngesellschaft.
(14) Lectures by the author.

-50,

tilted

position

the

there should be a certain
change is not sp abrupt
and the sensation less unpleasant. Some
people will bear the
horizontal moyement better than others. (31)
on

curve

and

even

if

amount of gliding inoveinen
sideways the

The wheel gauge of the car has been assumed to be 1.2 m. and
the theoretical maximum of the super-elevation of the car is
therefore h=1.2 . 0.567=0.68 m. ; and the maximum L is=34.00

when 1 :

t=150.

1

’l’he necessary particulars for the
setting out of transition
for different radii and speeds have been calculated from
tlie four equations [a], [b], [c] and [d], and thé results are
given
in subjoined Table 7.
curves

Tableau 7

For transition curves with an inclination of 1 in 50 the
ordinates can then be calculated for every 5 m.
apart and
different speeds and the results similarly tabulated.
With regard to the calculated data for transition curves no
practical experiments have so far been made and it would be
advisable, therefore, to find by actual experiments the amounts
of friction and the inclines of transition curves. It would he
(31)

Dr

MARTENS : Signalwesen.
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desirable to do this to make quite sure that the inclines and
consequently the transition curves, too, need not be made longer.
With inclines of 1 in 100 the transition curves would have
double the lengths given in the Table.
Further investigations (27) with regard to transition curves
were published, among oiher places, in the &dquo; Revue générale des
Chemins de Fer &dquo;, No. 5, 1909 and also (29) in Engineering
for 10th February 1911, whieh are, however, not quite correct as
they were not based on resistances to motion and the comfort of
travellers would also have to be taken into consideration. See
Dr. Martens’ treatise on Railway Signalling for High-speed lines
taking into consideration brake-action. (31)
&dquo;

Inserting

a

&dquo;

circular curve with transition
into the Alignment.

’l’he transition

curves

will lla.ve to be calculated for the

curves

adopted

centre line of the road and for the usual wheel gauge of vehicles,
etc., the calculations being based upon the given maximum

and the chosen theoretical cross-fall of the roadway
without taking into consideration tliat the actual crossfall of the
road is only 1 in 15 on curves. This will have to be done in this
way because there will be a change not only in a vertical
direction but one also, a considerable one, in the horizontal
direction the change in the latter case being from R= to

speeds

R=say

50

m.

Example (14).
The transition curve is to be calculated for a speed of
V=60 Km. p. h. or v=16.i m. per sec., the wheel gauge
b being=1.2 m., acceleration=9.81 m., and the chosen radius
R=50 m.
jz

- bu’ x20x’t6,7’
0.682
UR !)’tB’J .50 -

,

The theoretical superelevation is reduced
friction ( -112) to 1/15 0.08 m.
---

(27)
(29)
(31)
(14)

See supra.
See su¡¡ra.
D MnRTENS : Signalwesen.
Lectures by the author.

by

the amount of

52

53
To find the transition

curve

.

C

0-682 . 50 = 34.10 m.’
R R-’ 9 =i=0682.50=34.10m.
H
L26R-1(650)e =7 3’876
6R
= 0.969
0 969
m-!T-3876-0.969m..
’4
3.4,10
FR== 2.50 - ’
L

m.

6.50’

3-876

Il

m

111.

=

,

4

34. 10

L

m.

tal)

In order to be able to use this transition curve, the centre line
has to be set out at first without transition curves but. with a

larger radius, namely R+7=50.969 in.
The tangent lengths A and A, are then found
and

a

radius U=50.9G9.
’

for the

angles

’

t-R. tg2 -50,969 . tg1 ’_

A and A respectively, the lengths
off on the tangent on both sides of
measured
L2=1T.05 m. are
an ordinate *H = 3.896 m. is erected
H
the point and as each point
’l’he
=
3.41.
where tan.
principal points of the whole transition
fixed.
curve are thus
The different ordinates of this curve can then be found for
every 5 m. by the formula.

points

the

From

’

xg

y==6C’

.

Requisite length

.

of centre line between two reverse curves

’

with transition

This

length

will be

curves.

1=‘ 2’ + 2’the = 1

m.

if.the minimum length

two curves is to be 10 m.
straight piece between
Generally, the minimum lengthfor the two given curves will
be the sum of the two transition curve lengths L, and L2 both
halved plus the minimum straight length m between the two
curves. Tiie whole S curve should he drawn out on tracing paper
and then fitted into the alignment.

of the

o

-54If both curves turn off in the same and not in opposite directions, only the portion of the transition curve corresponding to
the given radii is to be in.serted between them.

f59.

Investigation

of the practical and economical importance
of the road width under different conditions..

The road, oi rather the roadway itself, should at least be wide
enough to accommodate two vehicles passing each other without
compelling either to run with its wheels on to the footpaths and
probably damage this as the paths are usually covered only with
stone chips.
There are two kiuds of vehicles ill Austria (10), light ones
and heavy ones. Both kinds usually have a
wheelgauge of
1.2 m. The width of the body is 1.8 m. in the case of the
light
type and 2.8 m. in the case of the heavy type.
Hence the minimum width of a road for two
light wagons
must be 3.2 to 3.5 m., for one light and one
heavy wagon 3.9 to
(10) BUKOVsKy : Lectures.
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1

finally for two heavyvagons 4.7 to 5.2 m. A farm
wagon carrying corn at harvest time is up to 3.5 m. wide and
from 3.8 to 4.5 m. high.

4.4

m.

and

Fi¢ 60

If we take a wagon with a 1.6 m. wheel gauge, allow a margin
of 0.6 m. at the sides and 0.7 m. at the centre and make the
width of the two banquets 1.6 m. on either side, the roadway
for heavy wagons must be 6.3 m. wide and the width of the
road 9.5

m.

-56The actual widths of roadways in practice given on a previous page were based on these economical widths etc. and are
as follows :-

Government i-oads,
6.32 mz. roadway
9.4b’ m. road width.
Provincial
4.5 to 5 m.
6.5 to 7 ma.
District roads lst class, 5 to 6 m.
6.4 to 7.4 m.
&dquo; 2nd
3.5 to 4.25 n,. 4.4 to 6.5 m.
&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

The last kind of roads have generally a total width of 6 m.
For widthsof roads in other countries (25) see Loewe’s book on
Road Construction.
Single track roads in Bosnia are only 3.6 m. wide. Proper
allowance has been made in the above widths for trees planted
along tlie roads.
As regards town roads the width of which varies between
1 m. and 80 m., these have already been dealt with in tlie

chapter

on

&dquo;

Cross Sections &dquo;.

Rules (42) for safeguarding and regulating the different streams
of traffic in respect of both local and through traffic.
.

Thèse rules

were

fixed

by legislation,

etc.

‘l’o

guide

tli.e traf-

fic, finger posts are placed along the roads; they are erected
by the communes on all communal roads and all such portions
of provincial and district roads as pass through communes. On
high roads in the open country they are erected b3- the administration to whom tlie roads belong.
1°he traffic must not be hindered in any way either by day
or by night.
Stone heaps must be deposited outside the roadway. Dangerous places must ,be fenced off with barriers or
than 2 m. or sharp curves
danger posts. Roads on banks
or at culverts must be protected by railings or stone guard
posts
with trees planted between these. Where. a building is being
erected on a public road, it must be enclosed
and
these have to be marked with lamps by night ; at the same time
care must be taken that all traffic should be able to
pass unhindered or an alternative route must be provided. At the beginning of winter in the case of all roads which by eiperience are
known to .be liable to be blocked by drifting snow, emergency
roads have to be arranged for and these have to be marked with
’

higher

by hoardings

(25) LOEWE : Strassenbaukunde.

(42) Strassenpolizeiliche Bestimmungen.
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sufficiently .high and distinctly visible poles
along the road is blocked by snow.

while thé traffic

Yehicles without their teams must not be left standing on the
road without some one in charge. At night they must be marked with a light. Thé baiting of teams on the roàdway is also

prohibited.

,
,

’l’railers are not allowed, except with motor wagons properly
constructed for the purpose.
At night all vehicles must carry lights. Horses drawing
sledges must carry small or large bells even in daytime. _
1‘ehicles must keep to the left of the road ; they must overtake
other vehicles on the right and turn out to the left.
Yehicles nwst change the track and heavy vehicles following
each other must leave a clear space of at least 10 m. between
them.
Driving on the banquets or overtaking vehicles on bridges or
for the sake of racing is prohibited.
All vehiclés have to make way for carriages carrying a member of the Imperial court, even if they have to turn out to the

right.
Every

other vehicle has to make way for a inail coach on
whichever side t.he mail may be running, and heavy wagons
have to stop or turn out in such a way as to allow the mail to
pass.

Fire engines must also have a free road like mail coaches.
Rules have also been issued for regulating the behaviour of
drivers and coachmen while on the road.
All the above regulations hold good for self-propelled vehicles
also ; a special order No. 81 was issued, besides, for these vehicles by the Ministry of the Interior on 28. April 1910 (43).
The traffic with motor wagons for trading purposes is subject
to

trade-police régulations.
Motor vehicl.es

must be fitted with

some

device which will

them from rolling back.
There are, besides, more or less important regulations contained in the above mentioned order issued in connection with
the law of 1908.
As regards road signs, it should be remarked that for motor
caris the automobile clubs have erected international caution
signals, etc. for the guidance of motorists (32). They are as under,

.prevent

(43) Reichsgesetzblatt XXXI, April 30, 1910.
(32) Automobile Club for Moravia and Silesla.
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In respect of the erection of these signals it should be remarked
that notwithstanding the fact that the colours employed for them
are not of the most vivid kind,
blue and white on discs 70 cm.
in diameter at a height of 2.75 m., they are supposed to be
visible at a distance of 250 m. from the danger spot, as was
assumed by the Paris meeting of all the internationally recognised automobile clubs in December 1908.
Eventual advance signals are not erected.
In placing signals the same practice should be adopted os on
railways. See Dr. Martens’s book on Signalling (31) already
&dquo;

&dquo;

quoted.
Thé

permissible maximum speeds

for motor

cars

is 45 km.

p. hour on the open road and 15 km. p. hour through
etc. For further particulars see the regulations.

villages,

On steep roads resting places were provided formerly which
constructed like water courses. In view of modern high
speeds, however, such resting places are only permissible on
7 % and steeper gradients and the order is that a. width of 2 m.

were

(31)

Dr MARTENS :

Signalwesen.
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kept free from such watercourse-lilié resting places, consequently they may only be placed
at the centre of the road should be

on

the sides.

Further particulars
vincial laws.

are

given

in the Austrian State and pro-

Reconciliation of different interests.
_

At every stage of the working out and execution of a scheme
various interests will come into play which either oppose the
roads or support them.
These interests are based either on public law or the private
rights of the interested parties.
When a commune, or a district, or the province, or the administration of the state, decides to build a road, the authority in
question will have a scheme prepared either by its own technical staff or a private expert.
The scheme has to pass (5) through many stages until it is
finally carried out; at two of these stages it is the engineer
who has to take up the work. One of these stages is to prepare
These two stages are sepaa scheme, the other to carry it out.
rated from each other by a considerably long interval. The
scheme prepared by the engineers is submitted to the authorities
who will examine and modify it. It is then passed on to the
interested leading bodies, the state, the provincial office and the
communes.

,

Each in turn will express an opinion in writing.
If suitable, the revised and eventually modified scheme is
then accepted for execution by the competent authority.
Before the scheme, however, can be carried out, the financial
the
question lias to be settled and funds have to be provided and
to
entitled
are
compensation,
parties who under the scheme
satisfied.
All this requires time, sometimes many years. The prelimithe scheme has also to pass
nary study and preparation of
first
stage, the study of the scheme,
through two stages. The
on under the protection of the
is
carried
is indivi.dual work and
,

..

laws of the state.

The second part of the work consists in drawing up the scheme
in accordance with the approved plans and written opinions.
(5) DTJRAND-CLAYE : Cours de routes.

’

-so-

-Immediately at the commencement of the preliminary work
several interests will raise their voices.
In the case of railway schemes a concession is obtained for
the preliminary work, which may be granted to several persons
at the same time.
In the case of a road scheme this must in the first instance
have the consent of the military authorities and must be worked
out in consultation with them and finally approved
by them.
’l’he preliminary work is carried on under the protection of the
local police for which purpose a writtenauthority is issued.
In order to try to satisfy all interested parties, either, the
preliminary or the final scheme is examined by a commission
appointed by the competent authority. All interested parties
are invited to attend a public
inquiry, where the scheme is discussed and all opinions and objections are entered on the official minutes. In the case of a road scheme the parties interested
in the water rights are heard as well as the local authorities,
ad also the authority with whose road or roads the new road is
to form a junction. At the same inquiry the question of the
payment of the costs of the undertaking is also settled.
If no objections are raised, the scheme is accepted for execu
tion. If there are objections to it, these have to be settled either
amicably or in the law courts.
If the interested parties are unable to arrive at an
agreement
the whole matter is referred to a higher authority. In the case
of communal roads, e. g., this would be the district-committee,
in the case of district roads the provincial committee, in the
case of state roads tlie
lieutenant-governor’s office or the ministry for public works.
If any water rights are involved, the case is decided
by the
chief authority of the district
(Bezirkshauptmannschaft).
If the required lands cannot be acquired in an amicable
way,
they are expropriated by decrees-issued by the political chief
authority of the district. By virtue of these decrees, which constitute an acknowledgment of the importance of the new road
scheme, the expropriation is carried through witli all legal formalities.
The expropriated land, however, cannot be entered upon until
the matter has passed through all the prescribed official
stages.
The government roads are built by the state with funds from
the annual budget.
’1’he costs of the roads of the districts and communes are borne
’

’

-s1these bodies but they are assisted with grants by the province or the state.
With respect to this financing of district and provincial road
schemes, there are special regulations for each province which
are in each case sanctioned by some special law of the province.
’1s regards Moravia, such regulations were sanctioned by the
provincial ouf 1878 promnlgatcd by a decree dated 15. July
of the same year. They contain provisions in respect of the
preparation of the preliminary estimâtes, the levy of supplementary taxes etc., in connection with such schemes; other
clauses regulate all matters in connection with the chief supervision, construction, upkeep, control and administration of
public works. ’l’hey settle also the proportions of the contributions to be made by the communes and the road committee
towards the costs of construction. ’l’he communes have to find
the land free of cost and eventually have also to carry out the
earthworks. All other expenses are met by supplementary road
taxes which are assessed in proportion (20 to 25 %) to the direct

by

’

taxes

(43).
Construction of bye-pass roads to avoid
towns and villages.

.

.

are strategically permissible, it will be
what saving will be effected
first
all
ascertain
of
to
necessary
as
their
construction
compared with the existing roads leaby
thé
as
to
towns
centres.
ding
If the investigation should prove that such new roads will
effect a saving both in respect of time and money, the advantages derived from which will outweigh the interest on the costs
of construction and the working expenses, the construction of
such bye-pass roads will be an advantage.
In such a case they may be a more economical, if perhaps not
always the most economical solution of the question.

If such

bye-pass roads

-

’

’

Arrangement of crossings.
Roads may cross waterways, railways and navigation canals;
there are also road crossings and with regard to transport facilities the crossings of different streams of traffic will also have
to be considered.
(43) Road législation.
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Crossings of Waterways (14).
The drainage water which finds its way into tbe ditches running alongside a road, is carried across it in pipe culverts of
0.3

0.6 m. diameter. If the road should cross a waterwhich discharges a larger volume, it will be necessary to
calculate the size of the flood opening of the proposed culvert
or bridge.
This can be done by one of the following two methods.
or

course

1) Theoretically by means of hydrotechnical investigations.
2) On the basis of the sizes of flood openings of bridges
already existing along the same watercourse.
As

regards 1)

there

are

two methods of calculation.

a) On the basis of the extent of thé catchment area, which
has to be measured and information has also to be obtained about
the amount of rainfall as measured by raingauges. The geological and topographical features of the region will have to be
examined and based upon these, certain allowances will have
to be made for evaporation and absorption, while the balance
of the rainfall will find its way into the watercourse under consideration.

b) Or without such investigation, a certain cubic quantity
of run-off or yield may be assumed direct per square meter of
catchment area which may be taken as under :
In a flat country 0.5 cub. m. per second.
Inhilly country 1.0
In the mountains 1.5
and in the case of storms 2 cub. m. which for safety should be
increased to 3 cub. m. per squ. m. in certain cases. In connexion with this it should be remarked that according to Dr.
Horak on exceptional occasions, during short but catastrophic
downpours, the maximum rate of run-off may be as much as
60 cub. meters at a velocity of about 40 km. per hour (36).
If there should be reliable data available for the region
under consideration (such as marks left by floods, measurements of the height of floods), it will be possible to calcuate the
flood discharge from these. For this purpose the configuration
of’the ground should be studied on contour plans and the flood(14) Lectures by the

(36)

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

&dquo;

author.
Dr IIORÀK : Stanoveni Odtoku privalovych destu. Techn. Obzor 1912,nros27-28.

-63stream divided into several subsidiary streams. The directions
of these différent streams can then be mapped out, their fa.lls
,ascertained and along each stream representative cross sections
chosen. From these data the velocity of discharge of the diffe-

then be calculated for différent flood levels by
such as those of Eytelwein, Kutter, Bazin,
formula
practical

rent streams
some

can

Bornemann, Gaukler, Haagen, Siedeck, etc. (33) (34) (35) (36)

with suitably chosen coefficient, and the mean adopted for the
maximum discharge, from which the size of the flood opening
of the new bridge can then be calculated.

regards -inethod 2). Should there already exist a bridge
in close proximity to the proposed new bridge, it would not be
advisable to adopt the same size for the flood opening of the
old bridge
new bridge without further consideration, buttthe
and the configuration of the gronnd in its vicimty should be
carefully studied first.
As

67
Fiô. 6T.
r.

The rule in Austria ïs that the heights of floods niust be marked both above and below the point selected for a new bridge so
that the rise caused by the structure can be measured after’

wards.
From the rise of the flood at the old bridge the height to
which the water may be dammed up by the new bridge can be
fixed and the size of the flood opening of the new bridge accura-

by
tely calculated by simple proportion by a formula proposed
the author based on investigations made by him. If now, the
cïear width of the existing bridge is f and the rise of the water .
(33) RI7fiLMANN : Hydromecl1anlK.
(34) TteFErlRecRRR Erjnittlung der Durcl1flusspro1He:
der Wassergeschwin(35) SIEDEK : Studie uber eine neue Formel zur Ermittlung
digkeit.
(36) Dr HORAK : Op. Clt.
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.

caused by it s; the clear width of the new bridge being te and
the permissible rise of the water S, the following equation will

holdgood(14).
.!’.’/f = S :s

and

consequently
x:

s
f.
8 ’

It is thus possible, without any elaborate hydrotechnical investigation, to find the size of the flood opening of the new
bridge in a simple way and with accuracy from the known rise
of thé water above the ezisting bridge.

Crossings of Railways(44).
A road may

cross a

railway

on

the level

or

pass under

or over

it.
If the road passes under the railway, sufficient
headway and
width must be provided for the road traffic. Thé former dimension will be 4 m. to suit military transport wagons and the width
should not be less than 3.2 m. If the road passes over the railway the opening of the bridge will have to conform with the
minimum structure gauge of thé railway. In the case of navigation canals also, the canal undertalcing’s standard profile will
liave to be adopted.
Thé strength of every bridge must be calculated by the goyernment rules issued on 18. August 1904 (R. G. Bl.
97) and if
it is to be built of reinforced concrete, it must comply with the
rules laid down in the decree No. 42 - 30 - IX d of 1911 issued by
the Ministry of Public Works..
The minimum width of bridges on government roads is 6 m.,
on district roads 4 m. with standard
parapets. Level crossings
(sharpest- angle 30°) must be protected by barriers fixed at a
distance of 3 m.. from the track on all main and branch railways,
but the barriers may be omitted on light railways and tramways. The crossing and its approaches must either be level
across the railway line and for a wagon
length on either side
of the rails, or be on a very easy gradient. On town roads with
brisk traffic level crossings are inadmissible.
(14) Lectures by the author.
(44) Die oesterr. Eisenbahngesetze. Manzsche Buchhandl.

1905.

.................
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Road

Crossings.

Road crossings in towns must be so arranged that the traffic
from one direction may freely pass on in all other directions
and that proper drainage can bè provided.
In our days when the traffic in towns has so much grown
as compared with that in country places, this subject has been
discussed a good deal and much lias been written about it.
A good book has been written by Ewald Genzmer (8) on
&dquo;’l’own roads (in German) and the reporter must content himself with a mere reference to it except the setting out of forest
and meadow belts to which Vienna has given the first impulse,
and manufacturing towns, etc. which are not included in tlie
present report. At very busy crossings in large towns, subways
or overhead bridges are provided nowadays as shown on the
standard cross-section of Paris roads in Figs. 68 and 69.
Where owing to the enormous traffic this cannot be done as
e. g. in London at the Bank where half a million pedestrians
and 50.000 vehicles pass daily in 10 hours (45) or in Paris on
the Boulevard de l’Opéra, where 450.000 pedestrians and
63.000 vehicles have been counted in a day, or in Berlin,
Vienna, etc., special police regulations are issued for regulating
and directing the traffic.
&dquo;

E. A’lAsm:.

(Translater : KROPF.)

(8) See supra.
(45) After Standard (Lidové noviny).
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